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Zettea • 
Dear Editor: 

To supplement the informative ar-
ticle on Chimborazo by B. McGuiness 
which appeared in Summit, Jan.-Feb. 
1971, I would like to inform potential 
climbers that according to Ecuadorian 
climbers, who should know, there is 
a climbing season for Chimborazo — 
January through May. It can be 
climbed at other times but only if one 
has good luck on the weather. Our 
party in September did not; we waited 
through four days of storm in the 
leaky refugio at 16,000' before giving 
up the attempt. (We did manage to 
climb Cotopaxi which has better year-
round weather and also a large new 
hut complete with running water.) 

Also, anything left with the Indians 
who supply the pack horses on Chim-
borazo should be in a container with 
a strong lock. They do sort through 
items left in their custody and take 
what they think they can get away 
with. It is recommended to bring as 
many containers full of safe drinking 
water as possible as there is none at 
the roadhead and snow has to be 
melted at the refugio (we had to climb 
400 feet uphill to get it). 

Barbara Lilley 
Northridge, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
In March of this year I led a stu-

dent group to the Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta in Colombia, and, like 
many others, we were turned back. 
Since I had been there five years ear-
lier and knew the situation was deli-
cate I had fortunately developed an 
alternative plan (climbing in Vene-
zuela). A contingency plan would be 
a good idea when preparing for a trip 
to the Santa Marta. 

One addition to Philip Ritterbush's 
informative article that I would like to 
make is to provide the name of the 
Indian "governor": Liberato Crespo. 

The situation with the Indians had 
changed a great deal between Decem- 



ber (Kent Johnson's trip) and March, 
when we went. For a number of rea-
sons the Indians( that is, Crespo, be-
cause most of the Indians are neutral 
on the question of climbers passing 
over their land) had become rebelli-
ous at that time and a series of meet-
ings had been scheduled to iron things 
out. Several external forces were 
operating to rile up the people. For 
example, Americans had come to plant 
marijuana on Indian land and later 
to evacuate it illegally in private 
planes; and climbers had for years 
been „asked to contribute to one thing 
or another for the right to pass 
through Indian territory. Many In-
dians posed as a leader or some au-
thority to garner this contribution and 
it created tremendous resentment 
among other Indians because seldom 
did the money trickle into other 
hands. 

One Colombian trying to repair the 
situation when we were there was Dr. 
Diomedes Daza Daza, coordinator of 
Indian affairs. He was heading up the 
meetings with the Indians — and he 
didn't predict quick success. He could 
probably be reached at the Casa In-
digena, Valledupar. I don't believe he 
would be willing to press an individual 
case with the Indians, but he would 
be an excellent source for finding out 
what is the state of affairs at the 
moment. 

Now a word on maps. Johnson is 
correct in stating that the Defense 
Topographic Center did a 1:50,000 
series on the Santa Marta. The way 
to obtain these maps is to get the 
military attache from the Colombian 
etnbassy in Washington, D.C. to write 
a letter to the Center stating for what 
purpose the maps are to be used, the 
identification numbers of the maps 
you desire (if the Center won't pro-
vide the numbers of the appropriate 
maps, I certainly could), and that it's 
all right for you to have them. He was 
extremely happy to oblige in our case.  

The Instituto Agustin Codazzi in Bo-
gota has other maps. They have pre-
liminary sheets of 1:25,000 containing 
the main peaks and a variety of other 
maps, too. 

Kenneth Willis 
Mazama, Wash. 

Dear Editor: 
Recently there has been a great in-

crease in interest in "all-clean" ascents 
of longer routes, especially aid routes. 
Summit has had several notices and 
letters about "clean" and "almost 
clean" ascents, some of which deserve 
comment. 

In the September 1973 issue, it 
states that Galen Rowell, Dennis Hen-
nek, and Doug Robinson did what "as 
far as can be ascertained ... was the 
first ascent of a Grade VI ever made 
without placing a piton." Their fine 
ascent was actually the second Grade 
VI to go clean, since the West Face 
of Sentinel was done hammerless a 
month previously. 

In the same issue, Dave Jones, in a 
letter to the editor, criticizes the "so-
called clean ascent" of the Nose of El 
Cap by Keith Bell and Henry Barber 
as somehow being misrepresented as 
being clean. Actually, Keith is quite 
explicit in stating that pins were 
used, and where. Mr. Jones is accu-
rate, though, in stating that it could 
be done in even better style; in the 
past two months it has had a first and 
second totally clean (hammerless) 
ascent. 

In the June issue, it mentions that 
Dave Anderson and Bruce Carson 
climbed the North Face of the Rost-
rum hammerless, using only nuts and 
fixed pins. This ascent was done on 
nuts and bolts only, without using any 
fixed pins, and bypassing about half 
of the bolts. This may seem like hair-
splitting, but on a route like this where 
there are a fair number of fixed pins, 
it can be significant. This was prob-
ably the first Grade V aid climb to be 
done hammerless. 

The first Grade V free climb to be 
done hammerless was most likely the 
Steck-Salathe Route on Sentinel. In 
early May, Julie Brugger and Larry 
Marquardt swung leads on this diffi-
cult route, taking no hammers. It is 
possible that others may have done 
the route without hammers previously, 
and I would appreciate hearing about 
it. 

One difficulty in chronicling the 
clean climbs done is the differences in 
definition. Some people call a climb 
clean when hammers are used to "tap" 
nuts and remove nuts. I propose the 
following definition: A climb has been 
done clean only if a hammer is not 
taken at all. All the climbs mentioned 
in this letter as being "clean" were 
done totally hammerless. This may 
seem a bit harsh, but it would be too 
difficult to draw any line between a 
"tapped" nut and a "smashed" nut. 
Some would claim that removing nuts 
without a hammer would be overly 
time-consuming and many nuts would 
be left behind, but on the first clean 
ascent of the West Face of Sentinel 
no nuts were left behind, and on the 
first clean ascent of the Nose, only 
one nut was left behind. That one was 
left because the nut remover was 
temporarily misplaced. Others may 
disagree with this definition, but it 
seems to me that any other would 
necessarily be too imprecise. 

The Nose route has had a second 
clean ascent following this definition. 
At the end of September Don Brooks 
and Karl Kaiyala of Seattle teamed 
up with Roger Fuggle, a South Afri-
can, and climbed it in five days. Like 
the first clean ascent, they reported 
relatively straightforward nutting. In 
view of the examples of what can be 
done hammerless, it is certainly to be 
hoped that climbers can reduce the 
destructive use of pitons on aid climbs 
as well as free routes. 

Bruce Carson 
Modesto, Calif. 
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Clouds threaten to envelop Banner Peak as skiers make their way by the Ritter Range. 
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ckiso "What a way to make a living! Getting paid for 
doing what you like to do for free." I recalled a 
friend saying this when we left Mammoth Moun-
tain ski area on a 60-mile ski tour bound for Yose- 

By Galen A. Rowell mite Valley. I was having trouble sleeping. We 
Photos by the Author were near Rush Creek, only a quarter of the dis- 
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tance, on our second night with half our food 
gone. In the next tent Dr. Bruce Wales was ex-
hausted and almost delirious. It was snowing. 

Dave Lomba wasn't sleeping either. He was the 
only other guide in a group of eight. He knew that 
in case of an emergency it would be his job to ski 
out alone while I remained with the group. Dave 
was mentally preparing for the trip out; his big-
gest regret being the loss of the balance of the trip 
through the beautiful Yosemite high country. 

Luckily we had another doctor in the group, 
Harry Hawk, who was Bruce's roommate in the 
city. His prognosis was unsure: wait until morn-
ing then make a decision. The rest of the group 
came from diverse backgrounds. Nelson Lichten-
stein was a student and part-time teacher with 
moderate experience on skis. Miles Becker taught 
outdoor skills at a private school but did not have 
a strong background in skiing. Meredith Peake, 
the youngest and only girl on the trip, was an ex-
perienced skier but her downhill prowess did not 
extend to skiing unpacked snow with a heavy load. 
Paul Goldsmith was a cinematographer from New 
York. He had never camped in snow and had 
limited touring experience although he was a com-
petent downhill skier. Both the doctors had mod-
erate but not extensive experience touring and 
backpacking. I had spent a lot of time in the 
mountains in winter, but very little of it on skis. 
Although I had crossed the Sierra on skis, I had 
done very little skiing at resorts. 

I had recently sold an automotive business I 
operated for ten years and I planned the trans-
Sierra tour to learn about the feasibility of long 
winter trips with mail-order groups. I was learn-
ing fast. Actual skiing ability is far down the list 
of priorities for crossing the Sierra by the common 
trails and passes. Knowledge of snow conditions, 
endurance and plain common sense are far more 
important. I had been careful but naive in pre-
paring for the trip. I passed out a list of instruc-
tions with firm recommendations for Jensen-style 
frameless packs and Silvretta bindings. The frame-
less packs are infinitely better for skiers because 
the load doesn't have a tendency to shift and 
throw one off balance at the apex of a turn. The 
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Silvrettas work well with normal mountaineering 
boots and by keeping everyone's bindings the same 
we could minimize repair problems on the trail. 
Skis were a different matter. I had toured from 
Leevining to Yosemite on light touring skis, but 
as a guide responsible for a large group I could 
not see using them on an extended trip. A broken 
ski would be a serious matter in the middle of the 
High Sierra and icy conditions are sometimes en-
countered that can stop all but the most capable 
and daring tourers on light skis. But I was not 
prepared for the assortment of skis sitting out-
side the tent. They ranged from medium touring 
skis with wooden edges to a pair of very long and 
ancient downhill skis that must have weighed 15 
pounds with bindings. I was using full-length fi-
berglass downhill skis that were among the lightest 
made. Dave was using a short but relatively heavy 
pair of GLM skis which were originally designed 
for use by the Austrian Army. I remembered what 
I had written about mountain touring gear a few 
months earlier: "While downhill gear is practically 
a science and nordic gear is perfectly adapted 
for packed-track running, mountain touring gear 
is in approximately the archeological state of fish-
ing with a club." Both Dave and I wished we could 
combine the attributes of his short, metal-edged 
skis with the fiberglass construction of mine. 

We were carrying skimpy rations for four days. 
At Tuolumne Meadows I had a food cache good 
for another 11/2  days, plus I had a facsimile of a 
pirate's treasure map directing me to a friend's 
70-man-day cache in a nearby lodgepole pine. By 
a careful selection of equipment our pack weight 
was less than thirty pounds. Most of our traveling 
had been slightly uphill, but after Donohue Pass, 
2 miles ahead, it was all level or downhill to Tuo-
lumne. I wondered what I should do if Bruce was 
unchanged in the morning. 

At first light I was up, building a fire, boiling 
water and puttering about in some kind of dis-
placement activity waiting for the word on Bruce. 
Finally Harry emerged from his tent. The decision 
had been made. Bruce would try to go on if his 
pack could be divided among the others. Harry 
and Bruce both suspected that the problem was 
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Miles Becker casting long shadows in the setting sun on the first day of the Yosemite high country tour. 
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Skiers silhouetted against the storm clouds. 

a combination of fatigue and a reaction to Tetra-
cyclin, which Bruce was taking for an infection. 
Apparently Tetracyclin has the bad side effect of 
making some people ultra-sensitive to sunlight. 
Today is was snowing lightly and the sun was 
hidden. If we could just make the pass . . . 

I walked the first mile behind Bruce. He main-
tained an agonizing, slow-motion pace of half a 
mile an hour. But it was absolutely even. He was 
pacing himself as well as he knew how. 

Finally we passed the highest trees, flagged and 
windblown whitebark pines, hugging the ground 
and hanging on to the thread of life. Only a hun-
dred feet more elevation would break the balance 
and they would be unable to survive. We moved 
through snow flurries and banks of clouds. As we 
entered the final bowl under the pass it became  

unbearably hot. I checked my thermometer and 
it read an unchanged 28 degrees. But this was 
merely air temperature. The giant bowl was a 
reflector oven focusing the heat of the sun like a 
magnifying glass. Holding my palms out I could 
feel the intense warmth reflecting even though 
we were still in a thin cloud, hiding the direct 
light. It was the same kind of directional heat one 
would expect from a large piece of hot metal. I 
took off my clothing from the waist up, looking 
into sunlit falling snow which hid all but the dim-
mest outline of the pass. The heat and white emp-
tiness created the impression of a desert and I 
half expected to see Lawrence of Arabia crest the 
pass on a camel. I had trouble convincing myself 
that I was at 11,000 feet in a winter snow storm. 

The still air of the bowl ended suddenly at the 
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pass. A brisk wind made us unpack down jackets 
as we rested and rewaxed on a patch of exposed 
rock. Interestingly, we found that different width 
skis required different waxes. Narrow skis were 
able to use a warmer wax without slipping than 
wide skis, which had greater flotation and hence 
less pressure pushing the wax into the snow. But 
once waxed properly, all skis worked about the 
same for climbing, whether wood base or plastic, 
cross country or downhill. The advantage of cross 
country skis was their light weight when trying 
to move fast on level terrain. On icy, steep or 
downhill sections, skis with full edges were 
markedly superior. 

From the top of Donohue Pass, Lyell Canyon 
lay spread underneath our feet. Our view of dis-
tant mountains flickered as clouds moved with 
amazing speed. I noticed a new personality in the 
group as we relaxed and ate lunch on the rocky 
slabs. It was the return of the same humor that 
kept us in stitches on the long drive from Berkeley 
to Mammoth with 8 people, 8 packs and 16 skis 
sardined into one truck. Bruce was beginning to feel 
his old self — a personality well suited to a stand-
up comedian if his destiny had not been interrupted 
by medical school. His spontaneous joking was 
noticeably missing on the earlier days of the trip. 

Cresting the pass was a psychological lift for 
all of us. Dave Lomba threw his arms around me 
in an expression of joy; he now knew that the 
group would hang together at least to Tuolumne 
Meadows and he would not have to give up the 
trip. For Dave and the others—myself included—
the pass was the climax of the trip. It was the 
highest point and the boundary of Yosemite Na-
tional Park. We could see hundreds of square 
miles of high country spread in front of us. Bruce 
began to talk expectantly about the 2500-foot 
downhill run into Lyell Canyon. It was obvious 
that he was in better condition than during the 
night before. 

After the trip Bruce gave me a Xerox of a medi-
cal paper. By comparing symptoms it was sup-
posed to be obvious to me that he had been suf-
fering from high altitude cerebral edema. I am  

still not convinced. At 9,500 feet — the elevation 
of our Rush Creek campsite — such physiological 
problems are very rare, especially in a person who 
had spent the preceding weeks downhill skiing in 
Jackson Hole at similar elevations. If cerebral 
edema did occur it would have been dead wrong 
for me to march Bruce uphill to Donohue Pass. 
But like a faith healer, I can't speak in medical 
terms but can only offer as evidence the patient's 
recovery 1500 feet higher than the camp where his 
problem was the most acute. 

Instead of skiing directly to the head of Lyell 
Canyon, following close to the route of the John 
Muir Trail, I made a decision for adventurous ski-
ing. We contoured the steep east wall of the can-
yon for as long as possible. In this way we reached 
the level floor of the canyon several miles closer 
to Tuolumne Meadows. For hours we snaked a 
course through forest, dropped through clouds of 
fresh powder into side canyons and traversed the 
tops of cliff bands, emerging on the canyon floor 
shortly before dusk. 

Lyell Canyon is one of the most heavily tra-
veled areas in the Sierra, yet we found no trace 
of human impact. Winter had thrust us back a 
hundred years in time into a wilderness Yosemite. 
In summer Winnebagoes roll through Tuolumne 
Meadows in caravans. Backpackers "do" the Muir 
Trail, too intent to nod hello to others on the 
crowded path. Dusty trails and horse crap lie like 
knife wounds across alpine meadows where John 
Muir once walked softly. Fire scars pin point 
areas of trees missing all their lower branches — 
gross forest amputees dripping sap from their 
sores. But the deep white blanket of winter makes 
all this disappear. Unless you follow another party's 
tracks, the land is just as much wilderness as it was 
a century ago. 

On the fourth morning we headed for Tuolumne 
Meadows, nine miles distant. Bruce carried his 
full pack and continued his amazing recovery. He 
was far from the last to reach the Meadows 
shortly after noon. The skiing had been delightful 
through meadows, open forest and occasional snow 
flurries. In the Meadows we found my food cache 
and lounged in the relative luxury of an empty 
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building. The Valley was still 23 miles away. Half 
of the distance was rolling terrain and the re-
mainder was downhill. I knew that we could make 
it in two easy days, but I thought our group had 
a chance to make it in one, especially with an 
afternoon's rest and an early start from a building 
instead of a slow-to-break camp in the snow. If 
early in the trip I had suggested that we get up 
at 5 a.m., break camp in a rush and hustle all 
day, I would have received almost unanimous dis-
approval. Now everyone agreed to precisely those 
circumstances. 

Bruce was not the only one whose performance 
and enjoyment changed over the course of the 
trip. Meredith was no longer having trouble ski-
ing with a pack and she was rarely at the rear 
of the group. Nelson, Miles and Harry were quite 
fit at the beginning, but as time wore on they 
became faster and smoother both on skis and in 
the drudgerous work of making and breaking a 
snow camp. Paul was unreal. He had never even 
seen Yosemite Valley, nor had he been on a long 
wilderness trip. I wondered how many people could 
have the same introduction to the grandeur of 
Yosemite Valley, skiing to its rim after five days 
in the back country. For most travelers Yosemite 
Valley is first seen after several nights in motor 
homes and countless meals in Denny's Restau-
rants. Not since early in the century have men 
caught their first sight of the Valley after a wild-
erness adventure. 

Before sunrise we emerged from the cabin in 
a foot of new snow. The clouds were beginning to 
lift, adding a new dimension to the familiar land-
scape. Lake Tenaya formed a giant white carpet 
for a wilderness castle with walls of rock and 
snow. Blue ice hung in shimmering aprons from 
the cliffs of Polly Dome. It was hard to relate to 
the fact that blue water was under Tenaya's even 
white surface. We reached the lake at about 10:30 
a.m. and just beyond it we re-entered the storm. 
Snow blew horizontally, obscuring all but a blur 
of the person in front. Just as suddenly we 
emerged into sunlight. Early in the afternoon we 
assembled on the ridge above Snow Creek. It was 
the end of the uphill. Below us, giant cumulus  

boiled like a devil's cauldron in the direction of 
the Valley — and of a steak dinner at the Lodge. 

We had moved quickly and efficiently, covering 
half the distance in little more than half a day. 
Everyone was skiing like a veteran and I told 
them that the route from here was simple to fol-
low because the park service had marked trees 
with orange-painted license plates. Besides, I men-
tioned that we could follow the fresh tracks of a 
group we had passed traveling the other direction 
toward Tuolumne. I figured we would have more 
fun if everyone skied downhill at their own pace, 
then regrouped where the trail leveled off through 
the forest. Several people had trouble locking 
their heels down with cable hooks that were bent 
or filled with ice, so Dave and I stayed behind to 
help as the others headed down the hill. It was 
an error in leadership which I would not have 
predicted. 

I passed about half the group in the first few 
minutes, but soon came to a place where the 
tracks of those in front of me veered far left of 
the marked trees. I yelled for them to hold it up, 
but those who heard assured me that they were 
on the trail and following fresh tracks. I followed 
them and eventually held things up about 1,000 
feet below and half a mile away from where they 
left the marked trail. I was sure the others would 
be right behind. After all, they were following our 
tracks and the other route had no fresh tracks 
at all. We waited half an hour, and when they 
didn't show up I had no choice but to make my 
group wait while Dave and I reclimbed the hill 
to check. I found fresh tracks heading down the 
line of marked trees and I asked Dave to ski that 
route while I rejoined the off-route group, con-
tinuing downhill with them until we intersected 
the normal trail. The tracks on the unmarked 
route led to steep open slopes which provided far 
more enjoyable skiing than the marked trail 
through the forest. A mile below we intersected 
the normal route and soon Dave appeared with 
the rest of the group. They said that by following 
the license plates they were just following my in-
structions. With a good party in clear visibility 
the splitting of the group caused nothing more 
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We found wind-packed snow near Agnew Pass. 

than an hour's delay. But in another situation the 
result could have been more serious, and I would 
have been to blame. Even if we had placed one 
guide at the front and another at the rear, it 
would have been possible for part of the group to 
have gone off route by following stray tracks or 
being careless. For this reason it is important that 
groups of ski tourers keep in sight of one another 
when in anything but obvious terrain, such as 
descending a long canyon or following a river. 

For the remainder of the descent we stopped 
every 1/8th mile or so to regroup. Finally we 
crossed Snow Creek and skied to the rim of the 
Valley. The sun broke through the clouds and the 
gold evening light shone on Half Dome and Cloud's 
Rest. The snow ended abruptly at the rim and we 

8  

tied our skis onto our packs for the long walk 
down the Tenaya switchbacks. In the gathering 
darkness we reached Mirror Lake, discovering that 
the free shuttle buses were not running in the 
upper end of the Valley because of a winter sched-
ule. We began a dark walk on hard pavement to 
Curry Village, where we boarded a pollution-free 
bus that smelled like a leaking Coleman stove. 
Tuolumne Meadows seemed very distant indeed. 

The smiling faces on the bus were different 
than those that left Mammoth Mountain five days 
earlier. They were weatherbeaten, confident and 
happy; very satisfied to have ended the trip with 
a long day through ever-changing conditions — 
one of the most beautiful days I have ever spent 
in the mountains. 
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A red sunrise warned us of a coming storm. 

Dave Lomba skiing down to Agnew Pass. 
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Air Force Force Limits Rescue Efforts 
After responding to seven high altitude rescue 

missions last summer, principally on Mt. McKinley, 
the Alaska Rescue Coordination Center of the U.S. 
Air Force will limit their participation in the future. 
According to a letter by Lt. Gen. James C. Sherrill: 

"During the past year officers in the Rescue Co-
ordination Center have met with members of the 
National Park Service. As a result of these meet-
ings the National Park Service has agreed to accept 
responsibility for initiating all mountain rescue at-
tempts within the park. If the rescue operations 
require a helicopter, Park Service personnel will 
contact commercial resources and arrange for the 
recovery. If suitable commercial equipment is not 
available, the Park Service may request military 
assistance to include a helicopter and a HC-130 for 
communication relay and weather reconnaissance. 
This procedure is in line with the general rescue pol-
icy that military assets should not be used to com-
pete with available state or commercial services." 

Downhill Skiing Not Exercise 
Downhill skiing is not exercise in the true physio-

logical sense of the term, a University of Oregon 
internist maintains. It does little to train muscle 
endurance or to increase cardiac conditioning. In 
fact, it may be harmful to the poorly conditioned 
heart by creating stresses from excitement, cold, 
high altitude, and over-dressing. Dr. Lewis J. Kra-
kauer of the Corvallis Clinic, Corvallis, Oregon, 
recommended a period of pre-season conditioning, 
such as jogging, running, or swimming. 

In contrast, cross country skiing has proven to be 
a vigorous exercise when studied from the stand-
point of physiological impact on the heart, increas-
ing the heart stroke volume and lowering diastolic 
blood pressure, he said. 

American Alpine Club Banquet 
The Annual Banquet of the American Alpine 

Club will be held December 1st at the Miramar 
Hotel in Santa Monica, California. Featured pro-
gram will be the American 1973 Dhaulagiri Expedi-
tion movies of the successful ascent, narrated by 
Dr. James Morrissey. 

Other features during the day will include a 
Mountain Rescue Seminar led by Pete Thompson, 
Yosemite Search and Rescue Officer; a pictorial 
climbing history of the Sierra Nevada by Galen 
Rowell; Devils Thumb, Alaska climb by Chris Jones 
and a Mexican style dinner. 

Prusik Precautions 
The following are worthy recommendations from 

the 1973 American Alpine Club Accident Report: 
Prusiks used in rappelling should be checked 

under tension to make sure they are not beyond 
arm's reach. 

A chest sling used with the safety prusik should 
be tied into the rappel seat sling in a manner which 
will prevent its riding up and compressing the chest 
or bringing pressure on the head and neck. 

Tie knots in ends of rappel rope to prevent 
prusik from sliding off end! 

Yugoslav Climbers in Yosemite 
In late May and early June of 1973 a party of 

Yugoslav mountaineers climbed in Yosemite Val-
ley. Members of the party were Janez Gradigar, 
Nejc Zaplotnik, Janez Dovzan, Miha Smolej, Dusan 
Srecnik and Janez Loncar. Routes climbed were 
the South Face of Washington Column, Half 
Dome's North West Face, El Capitan East But-
tress, El Capitan Integral and the Salathe Route. 
The climbers commented highly on the quality of 
these routes. 
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Down Substitute? 
A short article in "Descent," a publication of the 

Alaska Alpine Club, extolls the virtues of Dacron 
Fiberfill II as a replacement for down in sleeping 
bags, parkas, ski booties and expedition-type over-
mitts. Marilyn West writes that she used this fan-
tastic insulation in making a sleeping bag and then 
had some friends try it out in temperatures around 
-55 and they were warm and sleeping in 10 minutes. 

Avalanche Victim Finder 
A new system that will make it possible to locate 

rapidly persons buried in an avalanche is now avail-
able in a small, lightweight package. Called the 
Skilok, it is composed of a beacon unit that weighs 

only 4.1 ozs. with batteries and a locator unit that 
weighs only 5.7 ozs. with batteries. The beacon, 
carried by the person traveling in dangerous ter-
rain, is activated by the insertion of a battery and 
operates continuously for two to eight weeks. The 
locator generates an audible signal when it comes 
within range of a beacon. 
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Safety Helmet Information Wanted 
Information about the performance of safety hel-

mets in accidents involving head injuries, whether 
actually sustained or averted by the helmet is being 
sought. This information will be used to establish 
realistic specifications for an American Standard 
for climbing helmets, and will aid in developing the 
safest, most practical helmet. 

The following information is needed: 1. Type of 
accident (falling climber or falling rock) . 2. Type, 
extent, and exact location of head injury sustained 
(if any) , or cause of death if accident was fatal. 3. 
Brand of helmet. 4. Name and address of individual 
wearing helmet ( or witness if death occurred) . 5. 
Brief description of accident. Please send informa-
tion to Royal Robbins, Safety Helmets, 906 Durant 
St., Modesto, Calif. 95350. 

Appalachian Trail Pioneer Dies 
Mrs. Emma "Grandma" Gatewood, probably the 

best known of all those who have hiked the entire 
Appalachian Trail died this summer at the age of 
85. She first hiked the entire trail from south to 
north when she was 67 years old, repeated it two 
more times in following years and at age 72 walked 
the Oregon Trail. 

Her pack on the trail rarely exceeded 17 pounds. 
She did not carry cooking utensils or a sleeping bag, 
but did carry a blanket and sweater. When once 
asked if it was true that she wore sneakers on her 
three Appalachian hikes she indignantly replied, 
"Indeed it's not true, I wore Keds!" Lacking most 
of the pieces of equipment that hikers consider 
absolutely essential, she was probably the only one 
of the through hikers on the Appalachian Trail that 
really roughed it. 
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Principal Climbing Routes or 

ROUTES 

Ruta de Las Cruces 
Canada Central, Labio Inferior y Pico Mayor 
Barranca Seca, Labio Inferior y Pico Mayor 
Canada del Ventorillo 
Fib o del Ventorillo 
Al Cuello y Pico Mayor 

Reprinted from Schedule of Club Exploraciones de Mexico 

Grietas, Labio Inferior y Pico Mayor 
Grietas y Labio Inferior 
Pico Mayor 
Travesia del Abanico (CUELLO DEL VENTORRILLO) 
Bajada a la Canada de Nexpayantla 
Pared Directa del Abanico 
Vuelta al Crater 

Mountaineerinj Journals 
Five annual publications of U.S. mountaineering 

clubs have been published this past summer. These 
include a "first" for the Potomac Appalachian Trail 
Club, which, though not mountaineering in the 
true sense of the word, provides much interesting 
reading. 

Ascent by the Sierra Club is the only U.S. journal 
in 81/2  x 11" format with a color cover. This year's 
issue carries a descriptive article on the west side of 
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the Sierra by Greg Donaldson; three articles on 
Canadian mountains; two on Turkey; one article 
on Norway, and the climb of Moses in Utah. The 
balance of the issue is devoted to comment, reviews 
and climbing notes. 

Mazama, published by the Mazamas of Oregon, 
keeps to its long-standing policy of carrying articles 
and pictures largely related to the North Cascades 
and the activities of the club. There are a few ex-
ceptions, of course, and the articles on Alaska and 
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Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl 

ROUTES 
Ruta de la Espinillas al Pecho 7. Ruta de la Oreja a la Cabeza 
Ruta del Glaciar de las Rodillas al Pecho 8. Ruta del fib o Noreste a la Cabeza 
Ruta del Glaciar de Ayoloco al Pecho 
Ruta directa al Pecho 9. Ruta (recorrido sencillo) de las Pies o 
Ruta de la Arista de La Luz al P echo Amacuilecatl a la Cabeza 

5c. Ruta de la Cabeza por el Cuello 10. (Doble recorrido). De los Pies o Amacuilecatl 
Ruta de las Agujas a la Cabeza a la Cabeza y regreso de aqui a los Pies 

Ruta a la Amacuilecatl 
Ruta a la Amacuilecatl pot atras 

the Tetons add to the enjoyable reading of this 
outstanding club journal. The number of articles 
(20) exceeds even the AAC Journal. 

The Mountaineer by The Mountaineers of Wash-
ington is short on articles this year and is composed 
mostly of notes on Mountaineer Outings, adminis-
trative reports, financial statements, etc. One excep-
tion is an informative article on how to determine 
the height of a mountain. The other five articles are 
on Rainier Reminiscences, Himalayan Hike, Ski 
SUMMIT/OCTOBER 1973 

Tour in Garibaldi Park, In the Austrian Alps, 
Mountaineers in Mexico. 

American Alpine Journal, 1973 by the American 
Alpine Club is always the classic, long-awaited 
publication of the year and this issue is no excep-
tion. Featured articles include accounts of climbing 
Half Dome and the Grand Teton in winter, Alpine 
Rock Climbs in California, two ascents of Mt. 
McKinley, the East Ridge of Mt. St. Elias, Mt. 
Huntington — East Ridge and North Face, and 
many others. A useful survey of Andean ascents, 
1961 to 1970, is included. 
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By John lacovino 

Cotopaxi, as seen from Quito, the capitol of 
Ecuador, looms as an almost perfect white cone 
on the southern horizon. The prevailing summer 
cloudiness limits this view to the rare clear day, 
and many pass through Quito unaware of the emi-
nence of the second highest peak in the country. 
At 19,350 feet, it is a big mountain which rises as 
high above its base as Chimborazo, Ecuador's only 
20,000-footer.1  The rim of the crater bordering 
the gapping lava funnel is 2300 feet in diameter 
and 1300 feet deep. 

The earliest exploration around Cotopaxi was 
carried out by the French in 1742. The first suc-
cessful ascent of Cotopaxi was made by Wilhelm 
Reid, a German, and A. M. Escobar of Colombia. 

The trip to Cotopaxi starts from Quito and 
heads southward on the two-lane Pan-American 
Highway. A word of caution: the road has little 
or no berm and passing is permitted both ways 

'See Brian McGuiness' article, "Chimborazo, the Watch-
tower of the World" in SUMMIT, Jan./Feb. 1971. 
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almost anywhere. In addition, South American 
bus drivers love to run side by side! The road is 
cradled in a highland plateau in the "Avenue of 
the Volcanoes" which form the eastern and west-
ern cordillera. Whenever the clouds lift the scenery 
is spectacular. You pass through the towns of 
Tambillo and Machachi and then over a 12,000-foot 
high paramo pass. On the other side of the crest 
is located a N.A.S.A. tracking station. From here 
the critical turnoff is approximately 10 Km. It is 
the first left turn after the Quito-Quayaquil rail-
road comes into view and parallels the Pan-Ameri-
can Highway. From this point on, a four-wheel 
drive vehicle, Land Rover or equivalent, is strongly 
recommended. Four-wheel drive itself will not 
likely be needed unless the road is iced over by 
sleet or hail, but the low range of the transfer 
case aids in getting up the steep rutted grades. 
If you have difficulty locating a vehicle for rent, 
try Alex Santos, the Land Rover dealer in Quito. 

The road winds its way some 30 Km. to an ele-
vation of 13,000 feet on the northern slope of 
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Cotopaxi from Illiniza, 30 miles away. Photo by Jack O'Hare 
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continued from page 14 

Cotopaxi. The road overlooks a huge treeless lava 
plain violently spawned from the volcano's last 
eruption in 1877. Out of this desolate scene rises 
the 15,600-foot rock peak of Ruminahul. This 
makes for an interesting one-day excursion. 

Weather permitting, a jeep can continue up to 
an old blue shed. At this disembarking point all 
gear must be carried up a prominent ridge of vol-
canic ash to the pink-roofed refugio Jose Rivas. 
The effort takes about two hours with full pack 
if not hit by one of the frequent electrical or ice 
storms. The refugio is named for a contemporary 
Ecuadorian priest-climber and was built by the 
College of San Gabriel in Quito. The refugio is 
first-class by any standard and is a welcome sight 
in the stark volcanic environment. The hut fee is 
15 sucres/day or about 75 cents, and is collected 
by one of the amiable hutkeepers. Water is avail-
able at the hut, making it unnecessary to cart up 
excess water or a super fire-breathing stove. 

It is best to plan the climb for a weekday as 
the refugio is a popular Sunday meeting spot for 
Ecuadorian mountaineers. The climb, including 
approach, takes two to three days. As the weather 
does not lend itself to prediction it is wise to in-
clude a few cushion days for an ascent of Cotopaxi 
or one of her neighboring peaks. 

There is some controversy concerning the best 
weather for climbing in Ecuador. The summer 
months offer less precipitation, but the intense 
sunlight and strong winds make it difficult to 
climb above 5,000M on the volcanoes. From Nov-
ember through January the conditions on the 
peaks are more conducive for climbing, but there 
is more rain and it is colder. High winds and blow-
ing ice are very common on the higher slopes after 
midday. Climbers are well advised to carry willow 
wands due to the overall cloudiness and frequent 
whiteouts. 

An early morning start is a must. If the moun-
tain is clear and the weather is not blowing, start 
the climb by 1:30 a.m. At this time you get a 
magnificent view of Quito, some 30 miles away, 
glittering like a phosphorescent amoeba in a sea 
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of clouds. From the hut at 15,600 feet the route 
goes up a rock strewn gully to the base of perma-
nent snow. The climb is up a rather heavily cre-
vassed glacier and requires experience in snow and 
ice climbing as well as route finding. The route 
follows the prominent "S" shaped glacier ridge 
towards a huge reddish-brown rock cliff (Yana-
sacha) . This feature is readily seen from Quito. 
It resembles the blinking eye of a Cyclops for 
clouds are constantly drifting in front of the white 
giant Cotopaxi. 

Skirting the cliff to the right and then travers-
ing back up over it brings you up steep snow 
slopes to the northern rim of the crater, which is 
the highest point on the mountain. The final thou-
sand feet should be crossed no later than 10 a.m. 
as the intense sunshine softens the snow and 
makes an ascent very difficult. 

The summit is soon at hand and with it the 
strong sulfurous smell emanating from this, the 
highest major active volcano in the world. Reach-
ing the rim, attention is drawn immediately to the 
quarter-mile-deep throat of the volcano. If it is 
early in the morning and the weather is still hold-
ing, a traverse around the crater lip is an experi-
ence never to be forgotten. 

The view outward from the rim is a spectacular 
panorama of the Ecuadorian Andes. To the south 
towers the double-humped Chimborazo. In the 
north a half-dozen volcanoes rear their heads above 
the clouds, and 10,000 feet below, in the distance, 
is the hazy white blur of Quito. The descent should 
be started before noon as the weather usually de-
teriorates rapidly in midday. Two to three hours 
is required for the return to the refugio. From here 
the trip back to Quito can be made in one day. 

An understanding of the Ecuadorians' venera-
tion for Cotopaxi only comes after being on the 
mountain. Reflecting, your own climb soon be-
comes an act of homage to the Mountain. Finally, 
as the plane heads out to Quito, homeward, you 
are inevitably found scanning the horizon for a 
last glimpse of Cotopaxi only to find the one-eyed 
giant already staring back. 
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Aiguille Poincenot and heavily crevassed glacier. 



Cerro Torre and Torre Egger from saddle between FitzRoy and Poincenot. Photos by Author 
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"They say every man needs protection, 
They say that every man must fall. 
Yet I swear I see my reflection, 
Somewhere so high above this wall." 

—Bob Dylan 

Pick up any climbing magazine or journal and 
within its pages you are sure to find recorded the 
ascent of some more or less improbable looking 
rock or mountain. When one has read many of 
these magazines and journals one is forced to the 
conclusion that anything not only can be climbed 
but already has been climbed, and documented 
for posterity. Climbers have ascended snow and 
ice slopes of all angles from Popocatepetl's 30-
degree flanks to the overhanging ice mushrooms 
of Cerro Torre's summit. Rock climbs have been 
made on everything from hold-covered, low-angle 
slabs to blank overhanging walls and roofs. Noth-
ing is impossible and one wearies of reading new 
accounts of the ascents of granite walls in Yosemite 
or a snowy peak in the Andes — it has all been 
done before. 

" 1) you NOT-10E rHAT LOOK OF CONFIPENCE PAIN 

FkOlvl FACE WHEN TH E ROPE SNAPPED?" 
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If it is tedious to read of these climbing accom-
plishments, then how much more tedious to ac-
tually perform the climbs? An element of uncer-
tainty used to be the foundation of the satisfac-
tion to be gained from climbing. Now, however, 
the well-read climber knows before leaving his 
library armchair that his prospective climb can 
surely be done. 

Some solution to this dilemma of everything 
being possible is essential if one is to continue 
climbing. One impractical, but perhaps highly de-
sirable, solution would be burning all published 
accounts of climbs in books and magazines and 
outlawing future publications. Each climb would 
then become a 'first ascent' if documentation of 
previous ascents did not exist. Another increas-
ingly popular solution is to try to do the climb 
in better 'style' than formerly by arbitrarily leav-
ing some of one's equipment behind. Depending 
on your 'style' this may range from omitting your 
bolt kit, omitting your pitons and hammer or 
omitting your rope. Doing a well established climb 
even if you impose arbitrary rules about the amount 
of allowable equipment, seems a rather artificial 
kind of adventure. A more radical solution is pos-
sible however: instead of going Climbing go Fall-
ing. The object in Falling is to exercise skill and 
judgment in performing a successful, i.e. non-fatal 
fall. Now obviously one must still be able to climb 
to gain the necessary elevation for a fall, so one 
can continue to enjoy Climbing with the element 
of uncertainty restored to the sport when one 
falls off. Things to be uncertain about are: Will 
the rope hold?: Will I hit that ledge down there?; 
Is my belayer awake? One could actually go ahead 
and complete the climb, provided a sufficient quan-
tity and quality of Falling was done during the 
ascent. 

At this early stage in the growth of the sport 
of Falling it seems important to develop a code 
of ethics. This was admirably done for the sport 
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of Climbing in Lito Tejada Flores' article, 'Games 
Climbers Play' (Ascent 1967) and a parallel set 
of ethics should be adopted for Fallers. In his 
article Flores distinguishes several Climbing games 
each with their own rules; for example, the Bould-
ering game, the Crag Climbing game, the Big-
Wall game, the Expedition game . . . Similar 
Falling games can be distiguished with different 
amounts of equipment being allowed for each 
game. In the Boulder Falling game no equipment 
is required at all. Just fall off. One has only to 
visit any popular boulder climbing area to see 
the majority of climbers unconsciously playing a 
good game of Boulder Falling. The Crag Falling 
game allows ropes, nuts for protection and a com-
panion for belaying in view of the greater length 
of falls possible on crags. The Big Wall Falling 
game uses the same equipment as above plus 
pitons, Jumars, etc. . . . the extra equipment be-
ing justified by the more serious consequences of 
falling badly off a Wall. The Expedition Falling 
game takes this seriousness one degree further by 
being remote from help. Solo Falling may involve 
similar equipment as for the Big Wall Falling 
game, or for really big solo falls a parachute is 
permitted equipment. 

Most climbers have played the Falling game at 
some stage of their climbing career, usually un-
intentionally. With greater awareness of the pos-
sibilities of Falling we can hope for some spec-
tacular accounts of falls to fill the pages of climb-
ing journals in the near future. Obviously slips 
on snow slopes followed by self arrests will be dull 
reading, but unroped falls down 50-degree ice slopes 
could be most exciting. Throw in a couple of back 
somersaults when your crampons catch, a boulder 
field or cliff 100 yards downhill from the fall point 
and you have the makings of a good article! 

Falls from Boulders, Crags, and Big Walls are 
already mentioned, in passing, in many articles. 
Accounts of falls on expeditions are more rare and 
I should like to conclude this article with an ac- 
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count of some falling from the Southeast ridge of 
Cerro FitzRoy in Patagonia. Although our Anglo-
American party had the ascent of Fitz Roy as 
its objective it achieved four noteworthy falls as 
well. The first of these properly belongs in the 
Boulder Falling category and was performed by 
Mo Anthoine on our first night in base camp. After 
sitting beside the fire, in a garden chair, for sev-
eral hours drinking wine, Mo suddenly fell forward 
into the fire! A deftly executed forward roll and 
he was out again, unscathed aside from some 
minor blisters on his hand. A spectacular fall in-
deed. The next fall definitely belongs to the Ex-
pedition Falling game and was achieved by Guy 
Lee on the second rock climbing pitch. After pro-
ceeding some distance up an increasingly difficult, 
diagonalling crack, with indifferent protection, Guy 
boldly decided to fall. One of his nuts finally stop-
ped him after a fall of about 30 feet. When one 
takes into account his situation, two days walk 
from the road and two more days to an adequate 
hospital and the limited manpower for evacuating 
casualties, it was a good effort, marred only by 
his removing a fingernail and crushing his hand 
during the fall. The summit day proved the climax 
to our trip with two falls being executed, both by 
the author. The first was not too impressive: a 
plunge of 20 feet from the middle of an overhang-
ing aid pitch, which left me unhurt, hanging in 
mid-air. The second was somewhat better and 
took place on the last technically difficult pitch 
before the summit snowfield. A ledge below the 
takeoff point added seriousness to the fall, but 
excellent team work with belayer Guy Lee en-
sured the rope came tight just as I touched down 
on the ledge. Our expedition surpassed any pre-
vious record of Falling on FitzRoy with these four 
falls. In fairness it could be added that we were 
not consciously trying to establish any record at 
the time! 

Has climbing seemed dull to you lately? Do 
your routes lack adventure and leave you unsatis-
fied? If so, try falling off. It just might be the 
answer to your problems. 
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A Day 
on the 

Rocks 
There is a sense of exhilaration which fills me once 

I slip out of the individual into the universal mood 
that fills this fortunate day on the rock. A marvelous 
day, the panorama before me is a symphony of rock, a 
cantata of sunny granite. . .the feeling uppermost is 
one of delight in being able to admire; of joy, that is 
a renewed awareness and a recovered concentration 
which is the result of being able at Iasi to forget 
myself and surrender my attention to the rock. 

Gratitude is mingled with enthusiasm. I have spent 
an hour in the Cyclops. A flood of sensations over-
power me. I can only look, feel, dream and think. I 
have not to this day felt the air so pure, so life-

giving, so filling. To breathe is a pleasure. 

I am one with a passing bird. I delight in the bird's 

existence, floating in the blue space, passing from 

one horizon to another with a stroke of a wing. I 

know now that you must have a great deal of air be-

low you before you can be conscious of such an inner 

freedom as this, such lightness of your whole being. 

Every element has its poetry. But, the poetry of air 
is liberty, and the poetry of climbing is freedom. 

— Donne! H. Schmidt 
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Photo by Galen Rowell 
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Photo by Harry Daley 

The gray lives of stone 
patriarchal, solid citizens of account 
(or no need of hurry) 
round-faced burgers, sleeping within their castles 

of stone. Cloud-shadowed, they sleep. 
Somnolent streaks of red. Enwrapping 
buttresses with their sleeping rust 

rooted in rock. iron-stained scraggles 
Strands of a strength 

below. Barbirosa sleeps. 
(on into the night. A cloudy sky, prolonged 
into early dusk. Moist winds sweeping out 
the dust, purifying, scenting the earth 
preparation for a storm) 
Flashing steel on stone! a storm 
moves down the canyon. Racing the wind 
caissons dash through the pass without regard for 
tracks or time pulled by horses, foam-flecked, 
terror illuminating their eyeballs. 
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The ground trembles, with the thunder. 
HO! 

and as if far away a voice answers 
HO! 

and upon that another noise, thunder-like 
but more abrasive 
The rocks begin to slide. (Rocks that I had 
walked across, pulled on, danced over, jumped 
on that had paid no more attention than to the 
previous peasant to crawl about them) 
began to slide 
fearfully plebian in their haste 
to obeisance at the canyon floor 

Who knows what the morning brings? 
I try to sleep. 

— Phil Martin 

Memories of a storm in the Tetons, written at 
home, long after my body had forgotten, a case 
of fear once-removed. 
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SOUTH POLE TESTED 
"FAIRY DOWN BAGS" 

You may never have to sleep at the South 
Pole. If you demand the best, desiring 
to be prepared for any eventuality, 

Fairy down bags are among the best 
money can buy. Models of these 

New Zealand bags were tested at 
the South Pole under sub-zero 
conditions with exceptionally 

fine results. For years these 
quality sleeping bags have 

; been the choice of expe-
ditioners such as the re-
nowned S i r Edmund 
Hillary. Now a limited 

quantity is available to 
the North American 
public a t remark-
able prices. Orders 
will b e shipped 

from California 
on a first come 

basis  

WORLD LEISURE PRODUCTS 
Box 77343 Dept. 3S / San Francisco, CA. 94107 

For immediate shipment enclose Money Order $  
Personal Checks require 10 days for clearance. 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 

El Everest Bag $78.50 Ppd. DEverest Mummy Bag $78.75 Ppd. 
For a color catalog of Fairy Down sleeping bags, jackets, 
polar equipment etc. enclose $1. FREE with purchase. 
Refundable with future purchase. 

Name  

Address  

City/State/Zip  

=1_ 

MOUNTAINEERING, BACKPACKING, 
CROSSCOUNTRY SKIING 

HIGHLAND Outfitters 
P. 0. Box 121 Riverside, California 92502 
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JENSEN PACK 
The classic Don Jensen design is carefully 

constructed by Rivendell. Ingenious compart-

mentalization and contoured shape provide 

optimum comfort. Four lengths assure a perfect 

fit. Accept no imitations. 

Send for free mail order brochure. 

Box E, Snoqualmie, VVa. 98065, U.S.A. 
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TRAVEL- LIGHT -*- 
aluminum frame snowshoes 

SEND FOR DETAILS • 

BLACK FOREST ENTERPRISES 
P.O. BOX 1007 NEVADA CITY , CALIFORNIA 95959 

ULTIMATE EQUIPMENT WARKWORTH MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND ENGLAND 

American Distributors: 

MOUNTAIN PARAPHERNALIA 
BOX 4536 
MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. 95352 

dealer inquiries invited 

$2200 
ALPINE PRODUCTS 
1115 R Street 
Sacramento, Calif. 95814 

Alpine Products 

SUMMIT PACK 
31" x 5" x 13" 

Large objects easily carried 

Unique inside pocket with snaps 
allows small loads to be carried 
comfortably 

Stabilizing waist strap 

Super abrasion-resistant 
"Cordura" pack cloth 

Pressed felt shoulder pads 

Leather bottom 
California residents add 6% sales tax 
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North of Fresno On the way to Yosemite 

PHONE 439 - 0745 7183 NORTH ABBY ROAD. PINEDALE 

unforseen perils 
often beset 
the unwary hiker 

DO NOT DESPAIR, 
HIKERS, help for 
this and other perils 
is available 
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A STORE FOR CLIMBERS 

KELTY 
mountaineering - backpacking 

1801 VICTORY BLVD. 
GLENDALE, CA 91201 

SEND FOR CATALOG DEPT. ST  

CAMPERS, HIKERS, 
BACKPACKERS 
A wide selection of the finest 
equipment year-around! 

Write for our FREE 
Mountain and Camping 
Catalog M 



co-op 
wilderness 
supply 

 offering highest quality backpack-
ing equipment at lowest prices possible. 

Send for free 48 page mail-order catalog. 

1432 University Avenue, Berkeley, Ca 

94702 

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS with spring wire $7.25 
ASCENDERS with quick release pin $8.50 

include 25e postage per ascender / 50e airmail 

ROPE / SLING / CARABINERS 
20% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 

of $65. OR MORE. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO: 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
854 PADLEY STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

And save 50% by making it yourself. That's the average savings between 
Frostline items and the outdoor gear you see in your local sporting goods 
store. Our Big Horn is a match for any hundred dollar bag for warmth and 
durability. We use an overlapping tube design that means you're always 
protected by a full layer of prime northern goose down, the best natural 
insulator available. Yet even with all the warmth it offers, our regular Big Horn 
bag weighs just a few ounces over four pounds. Our price: $52.50. 

Like all our outdoor gear kits, the Big Horn comes with everything you 
need to put it together on your home sewing machine: from explicit, 
easy-to-follow instructions right down to thread. 

For a free color catalog of all our Frostline kits send a postcard to 

illitllfi
llY Dept S 80, Box 2190 

Boulder, Colorado 80302 
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To the expeditionary mountaineer, the Coast 
Range mountains of British Columbia offer some of 
the finest challenges to be found anywhere. For 
more than a thousand miles they guard Canada's 
serrated western shoreline, offering a multitude of 
unique ascents, unequalled in the conventional 
climbing centers of Europe and the United States; 
unequalled that is in beauty, scale and difficulty of 
access, for they are truly part of Canada's wilder-
ness. 

During the summer of 1970, I visited the Ape 
Lake region of the Monarch icecap mountains as 
part of an expedition jointly sponsored by the 
California-based Mountain Travel (USA) organ-
ization and The Sierra Club. Over a period of 
three weeks, the weather was almost entirely bad, 
and most of the time we climbed in mist and rain. 
However, we did succeed in making first ascents of 
a satellite peak of Mount Fyles and the northern 
Mongol Peak to its south. Finally, the entire party 
climbed to the highest point in the area, the eastern 
summit of Mount Jacobsen, a worthy climax to the 
expedition. Here is the picture view of our experi-
ences: 
The expedition flew in from Nimpo Lake, a small 
settlement in the Chilcotin country, lying on High-
way 20 between Williams Lake and Bella Coola. 

. . . By the evening of July 20th, the Wilderness 
Airlines float-planes had deposited our party, to-
gether with its vast amounts of food and equip-
ment for the three-week stay, amongst the glacial 
moraines at the head of Ape Lake. Above our heads 
rose the twin summits of the Jacobsen peaks, the 
highest of which was later climbed by the party. 
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. . . The first few days of our stay were spent in 
establishing Base Camp, and . . . 

. . . practicing our rescue techniques in the ominous 
crevasses of the nearby Fyles Glacier. We would 
need to be sure of ourselves before attempting the 
more serious climbs to come. 

. . . During this period, we also made an ascent of 
the easy Musician Mountain, scrambling alongside 
a gurgling mountain stream above the glacial 
waters of Ape Lake far below. 
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OLUMBIA by John Amatt 

. . . From the summit, we were amply rewarded for 
our efforts, as the myriad of peaks which we had 
come so far to explore spread out before us like a 
magic carpet of icy giants. The beauty of the scene, 
unequalled in any photograph, was worth all the 
effort involved. 

. . . After this experience, our enthusiasm knew no 
bounds and through the next two days of mist and 
rain we labored beneath huge loads of food and 
equipment to establish a high camp on a rocky 
knoll within the cirque of peaks to the south of the 
lake. 
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. . . At dawn on the following day, we set out for 
the ascent of Mount Fyles, a rocky eminence to the 
right of the ridge opposite us. Although previously 
climbed, Fyles had never before been scaled from 
the side which we now approached, threading an 
intricate and delicate route through the chaotic 
crevasses of the icefall below the peak. 

. . . Often, lost in mist and snow, we would have to 
spend valuable time casting around in search of a 
continuing line of ascent, until a sudden clearing in 
the cloud would send us speeding on our way. In 
the distance to the east, the Jacobsen peaks are 
clearly visible. A short while later, we reached the 
summit of a subsidiary summit to Mount Fyles 
and, content with our success, descended in record 
time. 
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Detachable down hood (optional) for 
maximum cold weather protection. 

Bound seams give extra strength 
for longer wear. 

Snag resistant 1.9 oz. ripstop nylon 
provides maximum durability. 

No sewn through shoulder seams 
and extra down in shoulder to help 
prevent heat loss. 

Extra length sleeves and replaceable 
cuffs designed for better fit, longer wear. 

Waterproof stuff sack included. 

Prime down (91/2  oz. in large size) for 
cold weather insulation and the utmost 
in warmth. 

Waist drawstring with leather sliders 
designed to prevent chilling cold from 
reaching upper body 

Two way (Hand Warmer) no loss 
pockets with double tab velcro closures 
for easy opening with mittens. 

\ Heavy duty two-way ladder coil zipper 
designed to work easily with mittens on. 

The 
new CARAP7 

Cascade parka. 

Each jacket is serial numbered 
and fully guaranteed. 

Close examination will quickly show 
that the same quality of workmanship 
which has distinguished the Camp 7 
sleeping bags is now available in 
a great new jacket. The Cascade 
parka is uniquely designed to 
provide men, women and larger 
children with the ultimate in rugged 
warmth, comfort and convenience. 
It is available in seven sizes and 
comes in rust or navy blue. It can 
be tried on now at the finest 
backpacking and camping stores in 
the country. 

Small size $45.50 
Large size $47.50 
Hood optional $8.50 

CAMP7 
3245 Prairie Avenue 

Boulder, Colorado 80302 
(303) 444-2772 



Hiking boots, tpIdIfld. 

 

Raichle's soft, foam-padded, 
leather covered Scree Guard 
keeps rock and ice out of the 
boot and adds comfort when 
hiking. 

Raichle has a full grain leather 
lining over contour foam 
padding for the inner boot. 
The soft leather-lined tongue 
(with padding) is hinged to 
eliminate binding and 
pressure points. This adds 
even more comfort. 

 

Grade "A" flesh-out, full grain 
Russia (heifer) leather is used 
for the upper boot. It's the 
most expensive leather in the 
world. 

Special "heel counters" are 
built into Raichle boots. They 
grip the heel and help anchor 
the foot to the sole to prevent 
heel lifting when hiking. 

Raichle boots offer a choice of 
three different widths: Narrow, 
Medium or Wide. We do not 
merely vary the amount of 
padding (like most 
manufacturers) so our boots 
fit better. 

Raichle hiking and climbing 
boots have double or triple 
stitched midsoles (the nylon 
stitches are waterproofed in a 
glue-pitch liquid composite). 
A full leather midsole 
conforms to the foot (as does 
the leather inner sole) and is 
cemented and screwed to the 
reinforced Vibram® sole. 

Raichle boots have steel or 
kiln-dried, laminated wood 
shanks to support the sole and 
protect the instep. 

Raichle boots come in true 
half-sizes for a better, more 
comfortable fit. This also 
makes the boot sole the  

 

The Raichle Grimpeur 

 

  

 

correct proportion to the boot 
(and foot) size. 

 

Raichle hiking, trail and climbing boots are 
number one in Europe. They're fast 
becoming the most popular boots in 
America, too. And for good reason. 

After more than 60 years of making 
outstanding quality boots, Raichle of 
Switzerland knows its work well. Raichle 
constructs their boots on the finest 
American lasts available to fit the 
comparatively wide ball and narrow heel of 
the American foot. And Raichle uses 
Norwegian welt (outside stitched)  

construction for hiking and climbing boots. 
It's the most functional, most durable 
method of fabricating boots yet devised. 
What's more, expensive Grade "A" leather 
is carefully inspected, tested and used in all 
Raichle boots. 

The foundation of Raichle's reputation rests 
on its long history of delivering a fine fit. 
No other boot maker offers every boot in 
true half-sizes and three different widths. 
With soft pig skin leather lining and contour 
foam padding. All in all, it makes Raichle  

boots fit like a second skin. 
We want you to know what to look for in a 
hiking, climbing or trail boot. Because when 
you do, we know you'll want Raichle boots. 
For even more information, ask your local 
dealer for a free copy of our new booklet, 
"Taking the Mystery out of Boots," or write: 

Raichle Molitor USA, Inc. 
200 Saw Mill River Road, 
Hawthorne, New York 10532 
In Canada: 
Sports Specialties Province of Quebec 

lEgieh.& 
The best of Europe in America 



. . . We were now prepared to attempt the first as-
cent of the unclimbed northern Mongol peak, 
shown to the right in this picture. The main Mongol 
peaks to the left had been climbed in 1961, but the 
smaller northern peak had remained ignored until 
this time. 

. . . After a long and devious approach, we left the 
snow, still crisp from the overnight frost, and began 
scrambling up the rock eastern face of our objec-
tive. By nine o'clock in the morning, we were on 
the summit ridge and, with success within our 
grasp, wasted no time in overcoming the remaining 
difficulties to reach, for the first time, the tiny 
summit of our objective. 

. . . One at a time, we crawled onto the highest 
point to experience the thrill of the first ascent; the 
thrill of having tested ourselves against the moun-
tain and of having succeeded. 

. . . The view from the summit was incredible, look-
ing south toward "The Ogre," climbed by a Wilson 
— Burnett — Steck part in 1958 . . . 
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. . . or east along our line of ascent towards the 
higher central Mongol peak and the Monarch ice-
cap in the distance. 

. . . Building a cairn on the summit to celebrate our 
achievement and leaving our names for some future 
party to read, we reluctantly began our descent to 
our tents in the clouds, sliding down the rope in the 
mountaineer's traditional "rappel" descent. 
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. . . The remainder of our stay was almost anti-
climatic, although we did go on to make an ascent 
of the East Jacobsen peak (telephoto from Ape 
Lake) . The standard line of ascent which we fol-
lowed, by the right skyline, will no doubt be one 
day overshadowed by an ascent of the steep north 
face to the left of the peak, which awaits better 
men than we. 

. . . From the summit, the view was once more fan-
tastic, stretching into infinity amongst the multi-
tude of peaks of the Monarch region. Certainly, if 
there was ever a wilderness region that demands 
further exploration, this is it. 
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BACKPACKER'S GUIDE & MAP POCKET 
For any make or model pack frame — affords 
easy access to maps, note and guide books, pens, and 
the vital trivia that normally overloads your pants pocket. 
Pocket fastens around shoulder straps of packframe with 
velcro tape and is secured with adjustable nylon webbing 
to the shoulder strap clevis pin at the frame cross bar. 
Orange 8 oz. coated nylon; 7" high; 5" wide; 1" deep; flap 
with velcro closure fits all packs. 
Cat. No. 238 Wt.: .25 lbs. Postpaid $6.80 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS - BACKPACKING, SKI TOURING, KAYAKS & CANOES 

Free Catalog from MOOR & MOUNTAIN Dept. 75 Main St. Concord, Mass. 01742 

lirRECREATIONAL E 

Catalog 
Deptt  S1525 11th Ave. 

-SeattlerVVash., 98122, 
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mountaineering 
specialists 

send for catalog 

THE SKI HUT 
department S 

1615 university ave., 
berkeley, ca. 94703 
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Remember your mountaineering friends 

this Holiday Season 

with a gift subscription 

A gift card with your name on it 

will arrive before Christmas. 

to SUMMIT . .. and at a 

Special Reduced Price! 

Gift subscription, one year. . . . $5 
(regularly $7) 

Please send SUMMIT for one year to: 

NAME NAME  

STREET  STREET  

CITY STATE 7IP  CITY STATE 7IP  

GIFT CARD FROM GIFT CARD FROM  

NAME MY NAME  

STREET STREET  

CITY STATE 7IP  CITY STATE 7IP  

GIFT CARD FROM AMOUNT ENCLOSED  

Mail to: SUMMIT Magazine, P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 



Forrest 
Mountaineering 

Equipment for Climbers 
Send for Catalog: New Address 

5050-M Fox St., Denver, Colo. 80216 
(303) 222-6164 

When you purchase your alumi-
num-framed snowshoes you 
should be expecting to buy the 
very best. Your frames should 
represent a lifetime purchase. 
The lacing should be tough, light 
and durable — but also readily 
repairable when the long miles 
and years have left their mark. 

The binding should be a SHER-
PA. The SHERPA System* en-
ables those who enjoy the moun-
tains to walk above the limits 
imposed by conventional equip-
ment. 

SHERPA equipment is designed 
to be second to none in quality. 
We make rigorous demands on 
its performance and challenge 
you to do so too. Try out one of 
the five models of SHERPA/ 
TUBBS snowshoes now available 
at your dealer's. You and your 
family will like them. We gladly 
stand behind the products we 
manufacture. 

The climbers on the June 1973 
successful climb of Mt. Hubbard 
found the small FeatherweightTM 
model SHERPA/TUBBS snow-
shoes ideal for packing over sur-
face conditions of heavy mush 
as well as deep, fresh snow. 
They found size, traction and 
superior performance to be real 
plus factors. 

PATENT PENDING 

rPn 
tubbs 

SNOWSHOES 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE 
ON SHERPA QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
FOR SNOWSHOERS — INCLUDING 
THE NEW SHERPA/TUBBS SNOW-
SHOE LINE. 
WRITE: VERMONT TUBBS, INC 

Dept. P 
18 Elm Street 
Wellinglord, VT. 05773 

ODDS & ENDS  

CANADA'S winter white wilderness. 
Ski touring, snowshoeing, ski & winter 
mountaineering in the Canadian Alps. 
Day, week-long, or extended sessions. 
NORTHERN LIGHTS ALPINE RECRE-
ATION, Arnor Larson, No. 731, Inver-
mere, B.C., Canada 

ALASKA-20,320-foot Mt. McKINLEY 
EXPEDITIONS 1974! Taking applica-
tions now for climbs to North America's 
highest peak—also to 14,570-foot Mt. 
Hunter. We offer cross-country ski 
tours and expeditions, treks and climbs 
for individuals and groups — an:'where, 
anytime! Write: GENET EXPEDITIONS, 
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Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. Phone: (907) 
733-2311 (to leave message). 

PRUSIKING by Robert Thrun— (Vari-
ous methods of ascending ropes and 
also techniques.) 75pp. $4.50. National 
Speleological Society, Dept. S, Cave 
Avenue, Huntsville, Alabama 35810. 

FUNDAMENTAL ROCK CLIMBING 
—new edition of basic manual first 
published in 1956. 58 pages, including 
26 illustrations. Single copies $1.25. 
Bulk rates available. M.I.T. Outing 
Club, W20-461, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, moun-
taineering, deserts, history of California 
and the West — plus many other special-
ities. New, used and rare. Libraries pur-
chased. Monday-Saturday 9 to 5:30. 

535 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Phone 469-2186 

WANTED: SKI TOURING INSTRUC-
TORS for weekend and holiday work in 
Southern California mountain area. Ex-
tra benefits include commissions on 
sales and lodging in the mountains 
above 6000 feet. Send references to: 
ATT. SKI TOUR, c/o Cladan Corp. 
Sorrento Plaza, 11404 Sorrento Valley 
Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92121. Do not 
phone. 

FOR SALE: Holubar Expedition Jac-
ket, brand new, size medium red, wolf 
fur ruff, never used, $70. McKinley 
sleeping bag, good, used, 3 lbs. down, 
full zip, $25. Mickey Mouse boots, 
white model, good cond. size 11, $10. 
Dave Cass, 7 Hillcrest Road, Essex 
Junction, Vermont 05452. 

LIGHTWEIGHT equipment for back-
packing, mountaineering, camping, ca-
noeing. Down sleeping bags, tents, 
boots, food. Complete line of Cross-
country and Touring skis. Free catalog. 
Moor & Mountain, Dept. 19, 67 Main St., 
Concord, Mass. 01742. 

ALASKA — GENET EXPEDITIONS 
NEWS 1973. The following members 
reached the south summit of Mt. Mc-
Kinley by the West Buttress approach 
during the '73 season: Leimbacher, 
Stachelin, Brown, Hallstrom, Reiner, 
Garrett, Emrick, P. Gendel, M. Gendel, 
Gollnick, Jaroslaw, Craig, Jellin, Es-
penlaub, Martin, Taylor, Hantsch and 
Genet (2). The following members 
reached the south summit of Mt. Mc-
Kinley and completed the Kahiltna-
Muldrow traverse: Ross, V. Sherwood, 
L. Sherwood, Carlson, Estler and 
Genet. M. Titus, assistant leader, also 
completed the traverse. 

CLIMBING AND HIKING BOOTS ex-
pertly repaired and resoled. Prices on 
request. NEPTUNE MOUNTAINEER-
ING, 1750 30th, Boulder, Colo. 80301. 

Your boots MY SOLE CONCERN. 
Niall McGinnis, Mountain Boot Repair, 
P.O. 94, Ketchum, Idaho 88340. Mail 
orders invited. 

COMPLETE REPAIRS & CUSTOM 
WORK. Zippers replaced, sleeping 
bags, tents, jackets, packs repaired. 
High quality custom work. Many stand-
and items—seconds and samples cheap. 
Call or write for prices: WILDERNESS 
EXPERIENCE, 9408 Irondale, Chats-
worth, CA 91311. (213) 882-5514. 
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#298 SUSAN CROSS COUNTRY PACER. Low cut 

oil tanned uppers. Moulded soles to fit all types of 
pin bindings—Metal reinforced pin holes. Full leather 
lining. Soles reinforced at the toe and ball of the foot 

for the least amount of laterial motion. 

Widths-Narrow, Medium and Large/4 to 16 

Style #298 
Light Brown and Panna 

Style #292 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
CROSS COUNTRY 
AND TOURING BOOT 

Blue and Panna 

Style #290 
INSULATED TOURING 
SKI BOOT (Welted sole) 
Black and Red 

untouchables 
vero cuoio 

cross country touring boots 

Fabiano...untoucnable in quality and worl4mansriip 

send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 
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even more eccentric than before... 

Chouinard asymmetrical 4-way Hexentrics in 11 sizes... 

Chouinard superlative per/on chock slings... 

THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
manufacturers of Choulnard equipment 

P.O. Box 150, Ventura, Calif. 93001 

805/643-6074 


